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Abstract5

Many epithelial tissues within large multicellular organisms are continually replenished by6

small independent populations of stem cells. These stem cells divide within their niches and7

differentiate into the constituent cell types of the tissue, and are largely responsible for main-8

taining tissue homeostasis. Mutations can accumulate in stem cell niches and change the rate9

of stem cell division and differentiation, contributing to both aging and tumorigenesis. Here,10

we create a mathematical model of the intestinal stem cell niche, crypt system, and epithelium.11

We calculate the expected effect of fixed mutations in stem cell niches and their expected effect12

on tissue homeostasis throughout the intestinal epithelium over the lifetime of an organism. We13

find that, due to the small population size of stem cell niches, fixed mutations are expected to14

accumulate via genetic drift and decrease stem cell fitness, leading to niche and tissue attrition,15

and contributing to organismal aging. We also explore mutation accumulation at various stem16

cell niche sizes, and demonstrate that an evolutionary trade-off exists between niche size, tissue17

aging, and the risk of tumorigenesis; where niches exist at a size that minimizes the probability18

of tumorigenesis, at the expense of accumulating deleterious mutations due to genetic drift. Fi-19

nally, we show that the probability of tumorigenesis and the extent of aging trade-off differently20

depending on whether mutational effects confer a selective advantage, or not, in the stem cell21

niche.22
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1 Introduction23

The constant occurrence of errors in DNA replication, coupled with the imperfect nature of24

damage recognition and repair mechanisms, results in the continual accumulation of mutations25

in the genome within the cells constituting multicellular organisms [Lynch, 2008]. The full ex-26

tent of mutation accumulation, and the burden these mutations place on the somatic tissues27

within multicellular organisms, is not known. Here, we utilize the recently elucidated population28

dynamics of intestinal stem cells, along with the dynamics of stem cell progeny, to model the29

evolutionary tendency of stem cell populations and the expected burden that mutation accu-30

mulation places throughout the intestinal tissue. The paradigm of stem cell turnover within the31

intestine is not unique to that tissue [Klein and Simons, 2011], and thus the work presented32

here may be applicable to other systems undergoing continual self-renewal through the division33

of stem cells.34

Fitness and Aging. The majority of mutations that affect an individual’s fitness will de-35

crease fitness [Eyre-Walker and Keightley, 2007]. In populations of whole organisms, especially36

those in which fitness effects are studied in the laboratory, these mutations rarely become fixed37

due to purifying selection and large population sizes (see Levy et al. [2015] for a recent example).38

However, many of the independently evolving populations of adult stem cells that continually di-39

vide to replenish tissues are maintained at very small population sizes [Morrison and Spradling,40

2008], and are thus more susceptible to genetic drift and the fixation of deleterious mutations.41

In addition, due to the asexual nature of mitotic division and stem cell maintenance, stem cell42

populations are a prime example of Muller’s ratchet, or, the irreversible accumulation of mu-43

tations and resultant decrease in a population’s mean fitness in the absence of recombination44

[Muller, 1964, Lynch et al., 1993]. We have previously demonstrated that crypts are predom-45

inantly accumulating deleterious mutations over the lifetime of the host organism [Cannataro46

et al., 2016]. Here, we quantify the expected change in whole-tissue equilibrium population size47

as mutations accumulate in the stem cell populations at the base of intestinal crypts over an48

organism’s lifetime.49

The accumulation of damage causing the loss of cellular fitness is a hallmark of aging,50

and is especially relevant when DNA damage occurs in stem cells, compromising their role in51

tissue renewal [López-Ot́ın et al., 2013]. Indeed, several mouse models with the diminished52

ability to maintain cellular genome integrity succumb to accelerated age-related phenotypes53

through the loss of tissue homeostasis caused by stem and progenitor cell attrition [Ruzankina54
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et al., 2008]. Just as stem cell mutations conferring a beneficial fitness effect will increase cell55

production, mutations conferring a deleterious fitness effect will lead to decreased cell production56

and the diminished maintenance of healthy tissue. Stem cells at the base of the intestinal crypt57

differentiate into all other intestinal cell populations [Barker, 2014]. Hence, mutations affecting58

the rates of stem cell dynamics will propagate through other populations, affecting their steady59

state equilibrium population sizes. We model the various cell populations of the intestinal crypt60

and epithelium to calculate how mutations occurring in stem cell lineages govern population61

dynamics throughout the tissue.62

2 Methods/Modeling63

We are interested in how the rates of stem cell division and differentiation scale up to whole tissue64

dynamics. Within this section we first describe the general architecture of crypt systems. Then,65

we detail our parameterization of the models in light of recent experiments in mice. Finally, we66

describe how we model the evolutionary processes occurring within crypts and throughout the67

tissue.68

2.1 Modeling the Crypt System69

Intestinal crypts are composed of the various types of cell populations de-70

rived from stem cells. Mouse crypts contain a population of LGR5+ putative stem cells71

at their base. Within this population, there exists a functional subpopulation responsible for72

maintaining homeostasis within the crypt [Kozar et al., 2013, Baker et al., 2014]. We call this73

subpopulation responsible for crypt homeostasis X1. The stem cells in the stem cell niche di-74

vide symmetrically and undergo neutral drift, where any lineage with the same division rate as75

the other lineages in the crypt has equal probability to reach monoclonality by displacing all76

other lineages through division [Ritsma et al., 2014]. Cells with greater division rate have an77

increased probability of displacing their neighbors; those with lower division rate are more likely78

to be displaced. In our model, both stem cells within the niche and displaced stem cells divide79

symmetrically at rate λ, and displaced stem cells commit to differentiation at rate ν and join the80

Transient-Amplifying (TA) compartment, Y1, located above the stem cell compartment. A TA81

cell rapidly divides at rate γ a number of rounds, R, joining subsequent TA pools (Y1, Y2, ..., YR).82

After the last round the cell divides a final time and joins the terminally-differentiated post-83

mitotic cell pool Z [Potten, 1998]. Cells within the post-mitotic cell pool exist until they undergo84

apoptosis at rate δ either at the villus tip or lumenal surface in the small intestine and large85
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intestine, respectively [Grossmann et al., 2002]. The terminally differentiated cells maintain the86

functionality of the intestinal tissue, with many existing at the top of the crypt, on the epithelial87

surface lining the lumen, and, in the case of the small intestine, along the villi. The dynamics88

described above are depicted in Figure 1.89

These dynamics are represented by the transition rates90

(Z)→ (Z − 1) at rate δZ,

(YR, Z)→ (YR − 1, Z + 2) at rate γYR,

...

(Y2, Y3)→ (Y2 − 1, Y3 + 2) at rate γY2,

(Y1, Y2)→ (Y1 − 1, Y2 + 2) at rate γY1,

(X2, Y1)→ (X2 − 1, Y1 + 1) at rate νX2,

(X2)→ (X2 + 1) at rate λX2,

(X1, X2)→ (X1, X2 + 1) at rate λX1.

The time-dependent means of this system satisfy the ordinary differential equations:91

d

dt
z̄(t) = 2γȳR(t)− δz̄(t),

d

dt
ȳR(t) = 2γȳR−1(t)− γȳR(t, )

...

d

dt
ȳ2(t) = 2γȳ1(t)− γȳ2(t, )

d

dt
ȳ1(t) = νx̄2(t)− γȳ1(t),

d

dt
x̄2(t) = λx̄1(t) + λx̄2(t)− νx̄2(t),

d

dt
x̄1(t) = 0, we model X1 as a fixed population size.

(1)
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Figure 1: The general architecture of a crypt system. Population names are within the boxes and the rates at which
cells accumulate within or are transferred between populations are next to the arrow portraying their transition.

Setting the left-hand sides for each equation in the system (1) to zero, we can solve for the92

steady state mean of the terminally differentiated population, Z?. We find that Z? can be93

expressed in terms of the system’s rate parameters and the stem cell niche population size X1.94

The steady state Z? (Eq. 2) is a function of all of the rate parameters in the system except the95

TA cell division rate:96

Z? =
2RνλX?

1

δ(ν − λ)
. (2)

This function is used in subsequent analyses to calculate how mutations to the various rate97

parameters change the tissue population size. Of note, a prediction of this model is that a98

mutation to either division rate or differentiation rate will result in an amplified effect on the99

proportion of change in steady state post-mitotic cells. That is, if λ0 is mutated to λ1, the100

proportional difference in the post-mitotic cell population is
Z?1
Z?0

= λ1

λ0
× (ν−λ0)

(ν−λ1) .101
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Table 1: Approximate parameter values for the mouse intestine

Parameter Value Note Citation

X1 6 Cells Expected number of stem cells in
the small intestine stem cell niche

Kozar et al. [2013]

X1 +X?
2 15 Cells The total number of Lgr5+ in the

base of the crypt
Snippert et al. [2010],
Clevers [2013]

λ 0.2 per day The division rate of the sub popu-
lation of the stem cells constituting
the niche

Kozar et al. [2013]

ν 0.333 per day The rate at which cells passively
adopt a TA fate

this study

γ 2 per day The division rate of TA cells Potten and Loeffler
[1987]

δ 0.333 per day The death rate of terminally differ-
entiated cells

Snippert et al. [2010]

R 6 Rounds of division of rapidly divid-
ing TA cells

Marshman et al. [2002]

2.2 Model Parameterization102

Parameterizing the crypt model using mouse small intestine data. The most studied103

crypt system is in the mouse small intestine. There are 14-16 Lgr5+ putative stem cells in104

the base of the mouse small intestinal crypts and it is believed that they divide symmetrically105

under neutral competition [Snippert et al., 2010, Lopez-Garcia et al., 2010]. Kozar et al. [2013]106

found that there exists a subset of this population that maintains crypt homeostasis, and that107

this subpopulation consists of approximately 5, 6, and 7 cells dividing approximately 0.1, 0.2,108

and 0.3 times per day along the proximal small intestine, distal small intestine, and colon,109

respectively. When estimating the expected effects of mutation accumulation along the entire110

intestine in the mouse we take the median value of cell number and division rate found by111

Kozar et al. [2013] to be the number of cells in the niche, X1, and the stem cell symmetric112

division rate, λ, with the remainder of the stem cell population constituting the X2 population.113

In order to maintain the number of Lgr5+ stem cells at a steady state of 15 we calculate a114

rate of committing to differentiation ν of 0.333 per day. Transient amplifying cells divide twice115

a day [Potten and Loeffler, 1987, Potten, 1998] and undergo approximately six generations116

of transient amplification, with each stem cell eventually contributing about 64 cells to the117

crypt system [Marshman et al., 2002]. These lineages end at their terminally differentiated cell118

stage, and live for 2-3 days before dying and leaving the intestine [Snippert et al., 2010]. The119

parameters described above are provided in Table 1.120

Parameterizing our structured model with the values from Table 1 the model generates ob-121
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served cell pool population sizes. Using the model we calculate the steady state mean population122

sizes of the various TA populations to be (Y ?1 , Y
?
2 , Y

?
3 , Y

?
4 , Y

?
5 , Y

?
6 ) = (1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48). This123

results in the total rapidly dividing TA population being Y ?total ≈ 95 cells, slightly underes-124

timating estimates from the literature of the number of cells within this compartment which125

are around 120 [Marshman et al., 2002]. These dynamics result in a steady state mean of the126

terminally differentiated cell population size in our model, Z?, to equal 576 cells. The crypts127

consist of approximately 250 cells [Potten and Loeffler, 1990], meaning that (accounting for the128

95 TA cells, the 15 stem cells, and the 10 Paneth cells not modeled here [Clevers, 2013]) the129

terminally differentiated cell population in our model exists as 130 cells within the crypt and130

466 cells outside of the crypt. The villi in the small intestine are supported by 6-10 crypts and131

consist of approximately 3500 cells [Potten and Loeffler, 1990]. The total steady state mean132

population in our model contributed by 8 crypts to a villus using the parameters in Table 1 is133

8× 446 = 3568 cells.134

We are interested in estimating the effects of mutation accumulation throughout the whole135

intestinal tract in the mouse, hence we take the median value of certain parameters that vary136

from proximal small intestine to colon (as described above). We note that if one was interested137

in the effects of steady state terminally differentiated population size in just the proximal small138

intestine or colon this analysis may overestimate or underestimate the effects, respectively,139

since there are more stem cells dividing faster in the colon than the proximal small intestine.140

Additionally, the large intestine TA cells may undergo more rounds of division than the small141

intestine TA cells [Potten, 1998].142

Intrinsic mutational effects. The entire distribution of fitness effects of mutations is143

unknown for somatic tissues. Additionally, although the mutation rate has been estimated on144

a per nucleotide basis [Jones et al., 2008], the mutational target size of all mutations that affect145

crypt cell fitness is unknown. Thus, we explore the implications of a wide range of intrinsic146

mutational parameters within somatic tissue. However, despite the differences between the147

genomes of species, mutation accumulation experiments and analysis of DNA sequence data148

have revealed general principles regarding distributions of intrinsic mutational effects. Namely,149

mutations are much more likely to confer a deleterious fitness effect than a beneficial effect,150

and that the deleterious effect will have a larger expected value [Eyre-Walker and Keightley,151

2007, Bank et al., 2014]. Deleterious fitness effects are extremely difficult to characterize in152

typical laboratory experiments because selection against deleterious mutations is effective in153

even moderately sized populations [Estes et al., 2004, Keightley and Halligan, 2009]. Directed154
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mutagenesis experiments are one way to classify the distribution and average effect of mutations155

deleterious to fitness. For instance, Sanjuán et al. [2004] performed site-specific single-nucleotide156

substitutions in an RNA virus and found that the average deleterious non-lethal fitness effect157

decreased fitness approximately 20%. Similarly, when grown in permissive conditions that allow158

spontaneous deleterious mutations to accumulate through genetic drift, Keightley and Caballero159

[1997] found a 21% average deleterious fitness effect per mutation in Caenorhabditis elegans and160

Zeyl and DeVisser [2001] found a 21.7% average fitness decline per fixed mutation in diploid161

strains of the single celled eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Other mutation accumulation162

studies have found more modest deleterious effects, such as the average fitness decline in haploid163

Saccharomyces cerevisiae per mutation of 8.6% found by Wloch et al. [2001]. Another mutation164

accumulation experiment in Saccharomyces cerevisiae found the expected beneficial increase165

of fitness per mutation to be 6.1%, the rate of mutation that affects fitness per mutation to166

be 1.26 ×10−4, and the percent of fitness effects that are beneficial to be 5.75% [Joseph and167

Hall, 2004]. When our analysis requires specific parameter choices, as in Section 3.3 when we168

juxtapose the dynamics of mutations that fix neutrally with those under selection, we utilize169

the Saccharomyces cerevisiae parameters described here, but note that we are interested in170

characterizing the dynamics of tumorigenesis and aging, and we are not making conclusions171

about the absolute magnitude of either given the limited knowledge of mutational effects in172

somatic tissue.173

2.3 Modeling Evolution Within Somatic Tissue174

Modeling the expected mutational effect of a single mutation within a crypt.175

In order to quantify the expected effect on tissue homeostasis of mutations in epithelial tissue176

it is necessary to understand the processes of mutation accumulation and fixation within the177

stem cell niche populations at the base of the intestinal crypts. Mutations in the niche can178

be placed into two different categories: mutations that directly affect the stem cell phenotype179

associated with cellular fitness, i.e. division rate, within the stem cell niche, and mutations that180

do not affect the fitness of stem cells within the niche. Mutations that affect the division rate181

of stem cells will confer a fitness advantage or disadvantage because stem cells within the niche182

are symmetrically dividing and replacing their neighbors. For instance, certain mutations to183

KRAS increase stem cell division rate and the probability this mutant lineage reaches fixation184

[Vermeulen et al., 2013, Snippert et al., 2014]. Mutations that do not directly affect stem cell185

division rate will not alter stem cell fitness within the niche and will fix neutrally.186
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We model the distribution of mutational effects and mutation accumulation similarly as187

in Cannataro et al. [2016], where we provide a detailed mathematical methodology. Briefly,188

mutational effects are distributed exponentially, with expected deleterious effect s−, expected189

beneficial effect s+, and PB percent of mutations conferring a beneficial effect. Thus, mutational190

effects on the initial stem cell division rate, λ0, are distributed according to Eq. 3, where191

m(λ;λ0)exp =


(1− PB) βλ0

e−β(1− λ
λ0

) λ < λ0

PB
α
λ0
e−α( λλ0

−1) λ > λ0,

(3)

where β = 1
s−

and α = 1
s+

. Distributions that are more leptokurtic than exponential, and/or192

bimodal, may provide better characterization of deleterious and beneficial mutations [Eyre-193

Walker and Keightley, 2007, Levy et al., 2015], however, modeling the DFE as an exponential194

distribution minimizes the number of parameters in our assumptions while still capturing a195

distribution that has provided reasonably good fits to both deleterious [Elena et al., 1998] and196

beneficial [Kassen and Bataillon, 2006] fitness effects during experiments.197

A new lineage with a division rate relative to the background division rate λ
λ0

has probability

of eventually replacing the original lineage

pfix

(
λ

λ0

)
= pfix(r) =

1− r−1

1− r−X1
. (4)

We use Bayes’ theorem to calculate the probability density of the division rate given the mutant

lineage fixed,

Φ(λ |λ0) =
pfix(λ;λ0)m(λ;λ0)∫∞

0
pfix(`;λ0)m(`;λ0)d`

, (5)

and, redefining Eq. 5 such that f1(λ) is equal to the density given the first fixation of a mutant198

lineage, we calculate the expected value of the division rate of this new lineage: E[f1(λ)] = λ1 =199 ∫∞
0
λf1(λ)dλ.200

Note that we can extend this analysis to the accumulation of mutations that do not alter201

the fitness of stem cells within the niche by changing Eq. 4 to be equal to 1
X1

, the probability of202

fixation of a neutral mutation. Additionally, mutations that affect differentiation rate can also203

be modeled using Eq. 3 by switching the direction of effect such that beneficial mutations now204

decrease the differentiation rate (i.e. increase the lifetime of the cells).205
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Calculating the expected effect of multiple mutations within a crypt, and206

the accumulation of mutations throughout all crypts. We calculate probability207

densities describing the division rate of m subsequent fixed mutations, and the probability of208

tumorigenesis they confer, according to the recursive formula209

fn+1(λ) =

∫ ∞
0

Φ(λ |λ0 = `)fn(`)d`. (6)

From Eq. 6 we can calculate the expected value of division rate given m mutations, which is210

the expected value of these probability densities: E[fm(λ)] = λm =
∫∞

0
λfm(λ)dλ.211

We model the rate at which new lineages arise and fix in the crypts as being constant over212

time with rate µ̂ = p̂µλ0X1, where p̂ is the total probability of fixation
∫∞

0
pfix(λ;λ0)m(λ;λ0)dλ213

and µ is the mutation rate, as in Cannataro et al. [2016]. Here, the number of fixed mutations214

within a crypt, m, are approximated by the Poisson distribution with mean µ̂t, and we can215

estimate the number of n crypts with m mutations by multiplying this distribution by the216

number of crypts in the system, C:217

nm ≈ Ce−µ̂t(µ̂t)m/m!. (7)

Thus, we can estimate the total number of crypts with m mutations as the organism ages.218

Calculating the probability that fixed mutations initiate tumorigenesis. For219

part of our analysis we juxtapose the expected magnitude of tissue change with the risk of220

tumorigenesis for a given stem cell niche size. We define the initiation of tumorigenesis as221

the moment when the division rate of stem cells, λ, becomes greater than the differentiation222

rate of stem cells, ν, thus initiating exponential growth within the tissue. We calculate this223

by integrating the probability densities describing the change in the stem cell rates from ν to224

infinity for scenarios where mutations affect division rate, and λ to zero for scenarios where225

mutations affect differentiation rate, with both calculations determining the probability that a226

certain mutation resulted in a fitness change that initiated tumorigenesis. These probabilities227

are summed over all mutations in all crypts, giving the total probability of tumorigenesis.228

Calculating the expected effect of mutation accumulation on tissue mainte-229

nance. Using our calculation of the number of crypts with m mutations (Eq. 7), the expected230

division rate of stem cells within niches with m mutations, and the steady state post-mitotic cell231

population given this expected division rate (Eq. 2), we can estimate the expected post-mitotic232
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epithelial population size over the time since adulthood, t, of the individual,233

Z?(t) = Z?Total −
m̂∑
m=1

nm(Z?Normal − Z?m), (8)

where Z?Total is equal to the total number of crypts times the number of post-mitotic cells234

produced by a crypt with no fixed mutations, Z?Normal.235

Mutations that do not affect stem cell division rate fix neutrally in the stem cell niche,236

however, these mutations may still alter the steady state mean of the post-mitotic terminally237

differentiated population by changing population dynamics rates that are important for tissue238

maintenance. For instance mutations that strictly deal with the rate for a lineage to differentiate239

(ν) would still change Z?.240

2.4 Linear Approximation241

Plots of Z?(t)/Z?Total as a function of organismal lifetime are approximately linear (see Section242

3.2). Hence, we utilize an asymptotic analysis to approximate the changes to the post-mitotic243

cell population over a lifetime, i.e., the dynamics defined by Eq. 8. When only considering244

the relative affect of the first fixed mutation within stem cell niches, and the arrival of this first245

fixed mutation among the niches, we can simplify Eq.8 to246

Z?(t)

Z?Total

≈ 1−
(

1− Z?1
Z?0

)
λ0µp̂X1t, (9)

where
Z?1
Z?0

is the steady state population size of the post-mitotic cell population after one fixed247

mutation divided by the healthy population size with zero mutations (Eq. 2). When mutations248

alter the division rate the fraction
Z?1
Z?0

simplifies to
λ1X

?
1

(ν−λ1) ×
(ν−λ0)
λ0X?1

, or rλ× θ−1
θ−rλ , where rλ = λ1

λ0
249

and θ = ν
λ0

. Thus, Eq. 9 simplifies to
Z?t

Z?Total
= 1 −

(
1− rλ × θ−1

θ−rλ

)
λ0X1µp̂t, whose time250

derivative is251

d

dt

Z?(t)

Z?Total

=
−θλ0µp̂(rλ − 1)X1

rλ − θ
. (10)

When mutations affect the differentiation rate of stem cells, the fraction
Z?1
Z?0

simplifies to rν ×252

1−θ−1

rν−θ−1 , where rν = ν1
ν0

. In this case Eq. 9 simplifies to
Z?t

Z?Total
= 1 −

(
1− rλ × 1−θ−1

rν−θ−1

)
λ0µt,253

and the derivative of this function with respect to time is:254

d

dt

Z?(t)

Z?Total

=
−µλ0(rν − 1)

θrν − 1
. (11)
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Note how Eq. 11 is independent of X1 and p̂, since mutations fix neutrally and these terms are255

the inverse of one another.256

Equations 10 and 11 are close approximations of the rate of tissue size change per day.257

Importantly, they are independent of many of the parameters in the crypt model (1), such as258

the division rate and number of generations of TA cells and the apoptosis rate of post-mitotic259

cells. These parameters are not easily measured in humans, and thus Equations 10 and 11260

enable us to extend our inference to human scenarios.261

Parameterization for the human colon. The division rate of stem cells within human262

colon crypts has been has been reported as close to once a week [Potten et al., 2003, Nicolas263

et al., 2007] and the total number of stem cells maintaining the crypt population, i.e. stem cells264

in the niche, has been estimated to be between 6 [Baker et al., 2014] and 15 to 20 cells [Nicolas265

et al., 2007], with Bayesian analysis from the latter study showing more support for larger crypt266

population sizes. Assuming the human stem cell niche in the colon crypt houses 6 cells, and the267

total mean number of potential stem cells in the colon crypt is approximately 36 cells [Bravo268

and Axelrod, 2013], we use Equation 1 to calculate that the differentiation rate of stem cells is269

approximately 0.172 per day. Alternatively, if the human stem cell niche houses 20 cells, and270

there are a total of 36 putative stem cells within the crypt, we calculate the differentiation rate271

of stem cells to be 0.321 per day. Thus, we have all the parameters necessary to calculate the272

expected effect of the accumulation of mutations in stem cell niches on tissue homeostasis in273

human intestines, and can compare the expected effects given the two different estimated sizes274

of the stem cell niche.275

2.5 Exploring the evolutionary trade-off between stem cell niche size,276

aging, and tumorigenesis277

Given that small asexual populations are prone to succumb to a gradual decline in mean fit-278

ness via the accumulation of deleterious mutations [Lynch et al., 1993] we explore the selective279

pressures that may have influenced the evolution of small stem cell niche population size. Specif-280

ically, we juxtapose the magnitude of epithelium tissue population change and the total risk of281

tumorigenesis throughout the intestinal epithelium for different stem cell niche sizes. Through-282

out this analysis we assume that half of the putative stem cells in the crypt reside in the niche,283

as is approximately the case for both mice and humans (see above). Additionally, we emphasize284

that the absolute magnitudes of tissue change and tumor incidence may not reflect the true285

values, as the parameters associated with the true expected mutational effects are unknown,286
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however the emergent selective dynamics from our analysis are relatively independent of exact287

parameter specifications.288

3 Results289

3.1 The expected fitness of stem cells decreases with fixed mutations290

When mutations affect division rate. The small population size of the stem cell niche at291

the base of the crypts promotes weak selection and pervasive drift throughout the intestine.292

For each crypt, across a range of distribution of fitness effect parameters consistent with those293

measured in whole organisms and stem cell niche sizes consistent with those measured in mice294

and humans (between 6 and 20 cells), the expected value of the first fixed mutation has a lower295

fitness than the previous lineage when mutations affect division rate (Figure 2). The expected296

value of a fixed mutation that affects division rate increases with larger values of population297

size, the expected effect of a beneficial mutation, and the probability that a mutation results in298

a beneficial effect.299

Figure 2: Expected values of division rate after a fixed mutation are lower than the original division
rate (deleterious) for reported stem cell niche sizes and plausible DFE parameters. The lines plotted
here represent the boundary in the parameter space that separates the scenarios where beneficial or
deleterious mutations are expected to accumulate. The mean deleterious effect for the parameter
space depicted here is 0.15.
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The power of genetic drift at small populations is exhibited by considering the expected300

effect of a fixed mutation as a function of the expected effect of deleterious fitness effects at two301

population sizes (Figure 3). For smaller populations, such as when X1 = 6, even mutations of302

large deleterious effect may fix through genetic drift, and then the expected value of the first303

fixed mutation continues to decrease as the expected value of a deleterious mutation increases.304

Alternatively, larger stem cell niche population sizes are less prone to deleterious mutations305

fixing through drift, and as the expected effect of deleterious mutations increase, there is a306

point at which deleterious mutations become less and less likely to fix. Given a fixation event,307

it is likely the mutation conferred a beneficial effect.308
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Figure 3: The expected value of division rate divided by the original division rate, rλ, versus s−,
the expected mutational effect given a deleterious mutation, for the stem cell niche sizes of 20 and
6. Here, s+ is 0.061 and PB is 0.0575.

When mutations affect differentiation rate. Since the differentiation rate phenotype is309

not expressed in the niche, all mutations to this rate fix neutrally, and the expected value of ν310

given a fixed mutation does not depend on niche population size . Because the vast majority of311

mutations are deleterious, the expected value of mutations is always deleterious in the absence312

of selection.313
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3.2 Mouse and Human Stem Cell Fitness is Expected to Decrease314

with Age, Reducing Tissue Renewal315

As demonstrated in section 3.1, the fitness of stem cells is expected to decrease as mutations316

accumulate in stem cell niches. This results in diminished whole-tissue population sizes as317

mutations accumulate throughout the crypts within the tissue in mice (Figure 4) and humans318

(Figure 5). We find that the linear approximation described in section 2.4 provides a good319

approximation to the simulated curves and we thus employ this approximation in estimating320

tissue size change curves for humans. Interestingly, when considering mutations that affect321

division rates in mice and humans (assuming a human stem cell niche population size of 20),322

we predict similar post-mitotic cell population size changes throughout organism lifetimes, with323

population size declining approximately 0.35% and 0.5% respectively. If we assume that the324

population size in the human stem cell niche is 6 and mutations only affect division rate we325

predict a decline in population size of approximately 12% over human lifetime. When mutations326

only affect differentiation rate we predict larger declines in population size, as there is no selective327

pressure against the fixation of deleterious mutations in this scenario.328
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Figure 4: The expected tissue size change in mice due to mutation accumulation.
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Figure 5: The expected tissue size change in humans due to mutation accumulation.

3.3 There is an evolutionary trade-off between tumorigenesis and ag-329

ing mediated by stem cell niche size.330

We vary initial stem cell population size, along with the total number of crypts in the system,331

such that the total output of crypts, i.e., healthy tissue, remains constant. This analysis was332

initially conducted using the crypt parameters described for the mouse in Table 1 and the yeast333

mutation parameters described in section 2.2, namely mutations that affect fitness occur at rate334

1.26 × 10−4, beneficial fitness effects have an expected value of 0.061, deleterious effects have335

an expected value of 0.217, and 5.75 percent of mutations confer a beneficial fitness effect. For336

mutations that affect division rate, there exists an optimal intermediate crypt size to minimize337

the probability of tumorigenesis (Figure 6A). However, at this crypt size, the expected value338

of the epithelium tissue size is expected to decrease over a lifetime due to the accumulation339

of deleterious mutations in stem cell niches (Figure 6B). Furthermore, when mutations affect340
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differentiation rate and fix neutrally, the probability of tumorigenesis is minimized for large341

stem cell niche sizes (Figure 6C) and the expected effect on tissue size is invariant to stem cell342

niche size (Figure 6D). As the true mutational parameters governing somatic tissue evolution343

are unknown, we do not wish to analyze the predicted magnitude of tumorigenesis and aging344

presented here, but rather the trade-off that exists between niche population size, drift, and345

selection among mutations that confer a selective advantage and those that fix neutrally. The346

nature of the dynamics presented in Figure 6 holds true for a large range of mutation parameters.347

For instance, we next analyzed this evolutionary trade-off when considering the parameters348

discussed in Section 2.4 for the human colon (Figure 7). We find that the probability of a349

tumorigenesis event is minimized at a similarly small population size when mutations affect350

division rate, and there is a higher probability of tumorigenesis and larger change in population351

size for all human scenarios when compared to the results from the mouse model.352
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Figure 6: An Evolutionary Tradeoff with Niche Size in Mice. For scenarios where mutations affect
division rate, tumorigenesis is minimized at an intermediate population size (A), at the expense
of fixing deleterious mutations and decreasing tissue renewal (C). For scenarios where mutations
affect differentiation rate, tumorigenesis is minimized for large population sizes (B), and the effect
of mutation accumulation on the epithelium is independent of niche size (D). The black vertical
dotted line is placed at 6, the median niche size measured in the mouse.
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Figure 7: An Evolutionary Tradeoff with Niche Size in Humans. For scenarios where mutations
affect division rate, tumorigenesis is minimized at an intermediate population size (A), at the
expense of fixing deleterious mutations and decreasing tissue renewal (C). For scenarios where
mutations just affect differentiation rate, tumorigenesis is minimized for large population sizes (B),
and the effect of mutation accumulation on the epithelium is independent of niche size (D). The
black vertical dotted lines are placed at 6 and 20, the reported stem cell population sizes in humans.

4 Discussion353

The effects of mutational target on optimal stem cell niche size. When mutations354

confer a selective advantage or disadvantage within the niche, there exists an intermediate crypt355

size that minimizes the probability that any crypt accumulates the large beneficial mutations356

necessary to initiate a tumor. This result reinforces previous results by Michor et al. [2003],357

who also found an intermediate niche size exists that decreases the rate of tumor initiation for358

mutations under selection. At small stem cell niche sizes there exists a large number of crypts to359

maintain homeostasis, and a higher probability that any one crypt will obtain a rare mutation of360
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large effect that would result in tumorigenesis. As stem cell niche size increases, the number of361

crypts needed to maintain the same amount of epithelium decreases, and so does the probability362

of fixing mutations within the crypts, and therefore the chance of fixing a rare mutation of large363

effect. However, for larger values of stem cell niche size, the strength of selection increases, thus364

increasing the chance that a fixed mutation was beneficial, leading to higher chances of tumori-365

genesis. Here, given the specified parameters for mice, we find that the minimum probability of366

tumorigenesis exists at 7 cells, which is within the empirically reported stem cell number [Kozar367

et al., 2013, Ritsma et al., 2014] for intestinal stem cell niches in mice. At this population size368

the whole tissue size is expected to decline with age as deleterious mutations accumulate in369

stem cell niches, and if selective pressures against tumorigenesis have selected for stem cell niche370

population sizes at this intermediate then it has been at the expense of increasing epithelial371

attrition. When considering parameters reported for the human intestinal epithelium and mu-372

tations that affect division rate, we find that the population size with the smallest probability373

of tumorigenesis is lower than the reported sizes. We note that the experimental methods used374

to elucidate stem cell population size in mice are not possible in humans, and understanding375

the true size of the stem cell niche in larger, long lived animals will shed light on how long lived376

organisms balance maintaining their tissues while minimizing mutation-associated disease.377

When mutations affect differentiation rate, and thus fix neutrally in the stem cell niche, larger378

stem cell niche sizes result in a lower probability of tumorigenesis. However, the rate at which379

the epithelium changes total size as mutations accumulate within stem cell niches is independent380

of stem cell niche size. At small niche population sizes, the number of fixed mutations in the381

entire system is maximized as both the number of crypts and probability of fixation of every382

mutation within each crypt is maximized, thus leading to the maximum probability that any one383

fixed mutation resulted in tumorigenesis. Because these mutations fix neutrally, the expected384

value of a fixed mutation is independent of stem cell niche population size. Furthermore, the385

probability of fixation of a mutation in a niche is the inverse of the contribution of that niche to386

tissue homeostasis. For instance, a mutation that arises within a niche that is ten times the size387

of another niche has ten times smaller probability of fixation, but ten times higher influence on388

the total epithelium, meaning that the expected influence of the total amount of accumulated389

mutations in systems with different stem cell population sizes but consistent total epithelium390

sizes is invariant.391

It is probable that the mutational target size for mutations that affect the propensity for stem392

cells to commit to differentiation is smaller than that for mutations that might affect the overall393
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division rate, and therefore selection may not act as strongly to optimize niche size in light394

on minimizing tumorigenesis caused by failure to differentiate. Furthermore, our model results395

indicate that both the probability of tumorigenesis and the extent of tissue size change are larger396

for the scenarios where mutations only affect differentiation rate. This is due to mutations in397

this scenario fixing neutrally and having a larger absolute influence towards tumorigenesis (we398

model expected mutational effect sizes as a proportion of the rate they govern). We use the399

same rate of mutation when modeling both mutations that affect division rate and differentiation400

rate, but given that there is probably a smaller target size for mutations that change the rate401

at which stem cells commit to differentiation, there will also be a smaller mutation rate.402

The intestinal epithelium population is expected to decline with age through403

stem cell attrition. When employing distributions of mutational effects commonly found in404

experiments on whole organisms we find that the total intestinal epithelium size is expected405

to decrease with age. This attrition is modest in the mouse, with a mouse three years into406

adulthood having an intestinal epithelium approximately 0.3% - 0.5% smaller than a mouse that407

just entered adulthood. This attrition is potentially much more substantial for humans, given408

their longer lifetime. When mutations affect division rate and for the scenario where the stem cell409

niche size exists as 20 cells, we find remarkably similar total epithelial population change to the410

mouse scenario because, despite the longer lifetime, the division rate of stem cells is slower and411

the population size is larger, decreasing the strength of drift and the accumulation of deleterious412

mutations. When mutations fix neutrally for the same population size, and affect differentiation413

rate, we calculate that the total post-mitotic epithelium will decrease approximately 5% at 75414

years post-adulthood. If the true stem cell niche size in humans is closer to the lower estimate of415

6 cells, we calculate a much higher rate of tissue attrition, with the epithelium decreasing over416

10 and over 20 percent in the division and differentiation scenarios, respectively. This is due to417

the much stronger influence of deleterious mutations drifting to fixation at smaller population418

sizes.419

Mechanisms of intestinal homeostasis and evolutionary tradeoffs. Although mice420

and humans have an intrinsic rate of crypt division, this event is exceedingly rare [Snippert421

et al., 2014, Baker et al., 2014] and likely does not play a role in maintaining tissue home-422

ostasis. Thus, population equilibrium during normal tissue maintenance is primarily controlled423

through the continual division and differentiation of stem cells. Here, we show that, due to the424

small population sizes of the independently evolving populations of stem cells constituting the425

intestinal epithelium, the total tissue size is expected to decrease over an organism’s lifetime426
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due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations in stem cell compartments. Furthermore, we427

have demonstrated that the intestinal stem cell compartment is an example of Muller’s ratchet428

and mutational meltdown, or, the gradual decline in fitness and population size associated with429

small asexual populations [Lynch et al., 1993]. These small compartments minimize the overall430

probability that any mutation in the intestines results in the origin of a tumor when mutations431

confer a selective advantage in the niche, and is thus a prime example of an evolutionary tradeoff.432
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